Abstract

Exception handling is an important and difficult part of the Java programming’s teaching and training. The paper points out and discusses the two outstanding problems in details during teachings, that are how can make students master exactly the basic ideas of exception handling and locations need to be handled by exception handling methods in Java programs. Furthermore proposes a kind of teaching process which gradually shows the puzzles during the learning of students starting from the case by combining the heuristic teaching with the practical case of significance, and figures out step by step the solving methods, namely the knowledge points, which have to be learned about exception handling. Visualization and simplification are their advantages, which facilitates the students’ learning and understanding. The teaching practice shows that the good teaching results have been achieved.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, Java programming language is one of the most important software development technologies. According to the list of global computer programming languages published by TIOBE which is the authoritative agency in assessing the popularity of software programming languages, shows that Java is absolutely the top one in the long-term[3]. Therefore in order to improve the students’ competitiveness in employing, the courses relative with Java have been set in colleges and universities from the early years. Exception handling is an important part of an object-oriented software system, also is difficult to learn [12]. Years of teaching practices show that the methods how to make programs running continuously by eliminating the errors maximized are learned not well, because most of the students couldn’t understand completely the basic thoughts of exception handling and realize the importance of programs’ reliability, stability and fault tolerance. So, aimed at the problems rise from students’ learning process, the paper proposes a kind of teaching method combining the heuristic methods with the case teaching ways, and then connecting and integrating all key knowledge points of exception handling into only one example. Hope these ideas and thoughts can be discussed with colleagues.
2. OVERVIEW

According to the Java language’s specification, the logic of exception handling is showed in the Fig. 1.

![Diagram of Java Exception Handling Logic](image)

Figure 1. the logic of Java language’s exception handling

Of which the numbers represent various different situations when need to handle exceptions. For example the number 1 represents try block raises with no exception and no finally blocks, the number 2 represents try block raises with finally block specified but no exception block, and so on[1]. In order to highlight the paper’s focuses and shorten the paper size as well, the numbers’ meanings (can be consulted from Java languages’ specification as needed) are omitted. So, if interpreting the Java exception handling mechanism from the specification, the learning process would be boring and difficult. Moreover, university students are the group that lack of programming experiences and without any software projects’ development experiences further.

Therefore, most of students only know the statements such as `try... catch... finally` after learning exception handling, whereas the main ideas of exception handling are not get and understand well. The following problems explain why.

- The point that the programs’ reliability, stability and fault tolerance are more important than efficiency could not be realized thoroughly.
- When to need avoid or employ exception handling could not be distinguished completely, and which specific way should be used as needed is not known.
- For practical applications, the reasonable customized exception classes could not be figured out and throw the objects of them.

After referencing, comparing and synthesizing Java teachings of various universities and training institutions, the general teaching process of exception handling can be described in Fig. 2.
From the aspect of natural learning laws and teaching practices, the teaching process above mentioned is reasonable in general. Then the following questions focus on how to visualize those abstract ideas and concepts into teaching process, and simplify the complex ideas. Additionally how to make students understand Java language’s exception handling mechanism thoroughly, and even apply the main idea solving problems learned from Java lessons to many other ways in life.

3. methods of solving the problems

3.1 Clarify the concept

“Exceptions represent problems or unusual situations that may occur in a program. Java provides various ways to handle exceptions when they occur”, “Java has a predefined set of exceptions and errors that may occur during the execution of a program, and those can be used to solve problems timely when exceptions occurs”, “The advantages of Java exception handling is making the program itself has the ability handling the exceptions, and separating the codes handling exceptions from the normal codes performing the required logic.”

In the normal teaching process, the similar description about the basic thoughts and advantages of exception handling as above shows are made by most of the teachers. Meanwhile teachers also emphasize the reliability and stability of the programs usually more important than efficiencies, and illustrate how exceptions occurred do harm to programs with an example showed in the Fig. 3 (a). The program terminates at 5th row when it attempts to divide by zero with no codes to handle the exception explicitly. And then to solve the problem, the statement (try…catch…) can be used to modify the program as shown in Fig. 3 (b).

Although the example or others like that explain what is the exception and how to handle it, fault impressions that use the statement( try…catch…) to improve the reliability under any circumstances left to the beginners and result in the abuse of it.

Actually some exceptions are checked, whereas others are unchecked. Unchecked exceptions refer to those caused by the program itself, and most of them can be avoided by expecting and processing ahead during programming. So there is one point should be emphasized, that is, exception handling is not necessary in any cases.
Comparing the two pieces of codes showed in Fig. 3 (b) and (c) enable students know exactly that those errors caused by the program itself such as dividing by zero or array operations (actually belong to unchecked exceptions) should be expected and handled ahead. On the contrary, those errors caused by the program environments such as the data input from users, to open the specified file or internet link, etc. should be dealt by Java exception handling. So, an important conclusion which illustrate various situations and the corresponding handling methods, conducted together with students. As Fig. 4 shows, exception handling is a kind of methods solving problems after exceptions occur.

```
1. public class ExceptionDemo{
2.     public static void main(String args[]){
3.         int numerator = 20;
4.         int denominator = 0;
5.         System.out.println( numerator / denominator );
6.     }
7. }
(a)
```

```
public class ExceptionDemo{
    public static void main(String args[]){
        int numerator = 20;
        int denominator = 0;
        try {
            System.out.println( numerator / denominator );
        }catch ( ArithmeticException e){
            System.out.println("divide by zero");
        }
    }
}
(b)
```

```
public class ExceptionDemo{
    public static void main(String args[]){
        int numerator = 20;
        int denominator = 0;
        if( denominator!=0 )
            System.out.println( numerator / denominator );
        else
            System.out.println("divide by zero");
    }
}
(c)
```

Figure 3. the usual example used to explain the harms to the program once exceptions occurred and a better way is to use if else statement
3. 2 Appropriate teaching cases

Java provides the mechanism of run-time errors at language-level, including exception classes, the specified statement-try...catch...finally, handling exceptions, the throw statement used to throw an exception object specifically and a throws clause appended to the header of a method definition[2].

Figure 4. Various exceptions occurred in programs and the handling methods

Generally from the teaching effects’ point of view, the try statement is mastered well as long as students are aware of the timing and location of exceptions handling, while the throw statement and throws clause are understand worse contrarily. Thus appropriate and practical teaching case throughout the whole knowledge points is good for learning. From the examples surrounding students, the paper design and implement a Student class that abstract and encapsulate all students, of which an instance variable with type int declared to store the age. Since the range of the data expressing age maybe too large, a conditional action has to be done to substitute the inappropriate age with the value of 0 as Fig. 5 (a). However the value setting like this without notice users is forbidden absolutely in practical applications.

Consequently a better way is throw an exception object with error information when an argument age is not appropriate just like showed in Fig. 5 (b). However the value setting like this without notice users is forbidden absolutely in practical applications.

Consequently a better way is throw an exception object with error information when an argument age is not appropriate just like showed in Fig. 5 (b). Additionally, how to implement that in the code is the next question need to be discussed further, which resulting in teaching throw statement.

The code in Fig. 5 (b) actually leads to three knowledge points: (1) throw an exception actively; (2) the exception propagation; (3) customized exception classes. Java asks that the exception object thrown actively must be catch or handle, so where on earth to add try statement in the code? As it is users who enter the information age, the problem of age out of bounds can not be solved within the method set(), then it must pass the exception object to the calling program to deal with. Fig. 5 (c) shows how to declare the exceptions at the header of method definitions which is the problem of exception propagations. The calling program has to be modified as Fig. 5 (d), because of the inappropriate data rise inside itself.
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Since the class of the object thrown from the method set() is the subclass of Exception that is the super class of all exception classes, the calling program do not recognize at all what kind of exception happened while an exception object involving age out of bounds is expected. So the exception classes provided in Java are not
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inadequate for programming needs actually. Then the need for the customized exception classes is educated as shown in Fig. 6.

![The customized exception classes]

```
public class IllealAgeException extends Exception{
    .......
}
```

Figure 6. The customized exception class-IllealAgeException

Finally, in GUI programming, the users do not see any responses once an exception occurred without catching, which resulting in the program terminates actually. So the normal method adopted in GUI programs to treat exceptions should be discussed further.

4. Conclusion

Exception handling is an important and difficult part of the Java programming’s teaching and training, which involving many aspects from the concept of exceptions, the main idea of exception handling to many knowledge points in exception handling mechanism. General ideas and structures of teaching exception handling are outlined in the paper after referencing, comparing and synthesizing Java teachings of various universities and training institutions. Aimed at the outstanding problems in the teaching, the paper proposes a kind of teaching process which combines the heuristic teaching with the practical case of significance and then figures out gradually the solving methods have to be learned in Exception handling. The teaching practice shows that the good teaching results have been achieved.
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